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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good Afternoon (or Morning)!  I’m going to give you a very brief overview on a study that began in mid-2008 sponsored by the Satellite Control and Network Systems Group within SMC.  This study looked at leveraging advances in Information Technology that could enable better interoperability and cost savings for future USAF satellite operation.    The vision for satellite operations that has emerged from this study, as well as other efforts, is being called a “Compatible” C2 architecture or framework.  To give you some perspective, the next chart provides a historical view of USAF satellite operations over time that has lead the Air Force to look at some of these concepts.
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C2 Evolution at SMC

•Common systems (DSM, 
CCS) for TT&C

•Evolved to multiple   
program-specific 
baselines

•Mission unique functions 
difficult to 
maintain/upgrade and 
deploy across programs

•Dedicated ground systems 
used for payload mission 
data processing

•Replacement for DSM/CCS 
(SSCS) terminated

•Not supported by 
business case

•System too slow for 
mission timelines

•Shared TT&C services for 
compatible systems 

•Technological/Architectural 
advances enables more 
compatibility across 
programs

•Use modern IT and   
commercial practices

“Stovepiped” SOC 
Systems

(1997-Present)

Compatible SOC 
Systems
(Future)

Common SOC 
Systems

(1980-1996)

Comm
Satellites

Mission Satellites

Comm RTSs

SOCs

Opportunity for “middle ground” – Compatible SOC
for reduced life-cycle cost and risk

•Each satellite program 
procures own TT&C system 
to replace CCS

• Braxton based systems-
GPS

• ISI/Epoch based 
systems --MilSatComm

• R&D missions on 
common systems ($2-5M/ 
sat for MUE/S) 

• R&D stand alone ($1.5-
7M/ sat for MUE/S)

• OS Comet based 
systems-OE, STPSat-1, 
STSS 

•Other systems are fully 
custom

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart shows the evolution of C2 commonality in USAF Satellite Operations Centers (SOC).The AFSCN first started using a Common SOC systems architecture in the 1980s for satellite TT&C, known as Data Systems Modernization (DSM), which subsequently became know as the Command and Control Segment (CCS). These SOCs, at Schreiver AFB and Onizuka AFS, started as dedicated ground systems for mission data and state of health processing.The AF achieved a lot of early success with those common systems that eventually spread to multiple program baselines. However, the mission unique functions of each program became difficult and expensive to maintain or upgrade.  In the 1990’s, AF’s first attempted to replace CCS with the Standardized Satellite Control System (SSCS), but this was terminated because the business case did not support its development and its capabilities could not support multiple program requirements.  Moving to today’s architecture, each individual program began procuring their own SOC TT&C system in the late 1990’s. This resulted in development of “Stovepipe” TT&C systems for each mission area we have today.  This approach created unique user interfaces, making training less standard and duplicated many common Satellite ground system functions.   “Stovepipe” systems do have advantages of meeting the specific needs and timelines of each program, but they are not interoperable and do become very expensive to maintain over time.SCNG initiated the study of a “Compatible” C2 architecture that seeks to find a middle-ground between the extreme commonality of DSM and agility to meeting mission unique requirements provide by stovepipe systems.  The attributes of a “Compatible” C2 architecture include the use of a common core infrastructure for communications and a set of TT&C services that can be shared across satellite systems as shown in the next chart.  
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SATOPS Architecture – Vision for Sat C2
“Compatible C2 Framework”

Standard Communications Infrastructure
(Standard C2 Interfaces, Messaging & Data Formats)

Shared C2 Services

Security Training

Data Storage

Shared Mission Tools

Flight Dynamics Mission Planning

Orbital Dynamics

SOC K SOC A SOC XSOC J

Legacy Programs
Migration via Sustainment

New Programs
Build to Standard Comm. Infrastructure

Antenna Resources
Common/Dedicated

(includes AFSCN, commercial, other)

Space
Situational
Awareness

Ground Asset Scheduling

… …

Enterprise
Management

System Shared
SATOPS

Framework

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is one view of the future satellite operations (SATOPS) vision for a compatible satellite command and control framework that strives to achieve greater interoperability across SOC’s and reduce overall lifecycle costs for satellite TT&C systems.  At the heart of the architecture is a Standard Communications Infrastructure that not only provides common physical interfaces for communications between Antenna Resources and SOCs, but also includes a set of C2 specific standards for messaging and data formats.  This infrastructure enables multiple SOCs to share a common set of tools and services that are added to the infrastructure over time based on Return on Investment.  Together the Standard Communications Infrastructure and shared tools and services constitute a shared framework for satellite operations used by both legacy and new satellite programs.Legacy systems interface to the common infrastructure at a minimum to provide access to their data and begin migrating to use those common tools and services that make sense from a return on investment perspective.New Programs would be designed to use the share infrastructure from the start and build only those C2 elements that are mission unique. By exposing data across all SOC’s and satellite programs on the Standard Communications Infrastructure, value added applications can be built that are not easily created in today’s environment.  Some of these value-added capabilities include higher level situation awareness of both space and ground assets, increased opportunities for automation, and management of satellite operations at an enterprise level.
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Compatible C2 Framework

 Technical Features
 Standardized Interfaces
 Standardized Message Formats
 Standardized Data Formats (CCSDS)
 Standard Infrastructure
 Publish and Subscribe
 Shared Services
 Increased Vendor Independence

 Potential Benefits 
 Reduced life cycle cost to develop and sustain new 

services (via reuse and standardization)
 Capability for situational awareness at SOC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The specific technical features of this “Compatible” C2 framework identified and used during the SCNG study include a series of standards covering interface specifications, messaging for C2 data, and the format data is described by (similar to the CCSDS/XTCE standard).A standard infrastructure with publish and subscribe capabilities provides the mechanism for sharing services across C2 systems.Finally, unlike many C2 frameworks already sold by TT&C software vendors today, a unique goal of the SCNG “compatible” C2 framework is opening the doors for vendor competition by being independent of proprietary interfaces and solutions.   The framework should promote vendor participation by making it easily to “plug-in” there C2 products without additional licensing fees and costly integration.The key benefits that the “compatible” C2 framework should provide is reduced life cycle cost to both develop and sustain new services and enabling situational aware within and across SOCs. 
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SAT C2 CONOPS

 Single Satellite Mission
 Common Tools Reused at Initial 

Acquisition and Recapitalization
 Focus is on reuse vice integration

Satellite Mission 1

C2 Framework Stds.
TT&C Software

Common 
Services

Shared
Tools

Satellite Mission 2
Satellite Mission 3

SOC 1

TT&C #1

SOC 2
SOC 3

C2 Framework Stds.
Common Services Shared Tools

TT&C #2 TT&C #n

Situational
Awareness

 Multi-Mission SOC
 Common Services & Tools 
 Simplified training and maintenance
 SOC Situational Awareness

 Wing/Command Enterprise
 Enterprise-wide Implementation & 

Integration
 AFSPC Situational Awareness
 Simplified training and maintenance

SOC 2SOC 1

TT&C #1

Standard Enterprise C2 Framework Implementation 
Common Services Shared Tools

TT&C #2 TT&C #n

Situational
Awareness

TT&C #1 TT&C #2 TT&C #n

Situational
Awareness

Wing/CommandAFSPC Situational
Awareness
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Presentation Notes
A framework enables multiple Concepts of Operation (CONOPS) without changing the fundamental standards that make up the framework.<Hit Return> For example, when implemented for a single satellite mission at a time, a C2 framework implementation provides each new satellite a pre-developed infrastructure and set of core services that are reusable for next satellite mission.  Therefore, only the mission unique portion of the ground control software needs to be developed.<Hit Return> Another CONOPS choice is using the framework within a multi-mission SOC where each individual satellite mission shares a common infrastructure within the SOC.  Each satellite mission has its own mission unique piece, but all missions use the shared services provided in the Framework for common C2 functions.   A benefit of this CONOPS, is situational awareness is now enabled across satellite missions in the SOC because they communicate using of standard message and data formats.<Hit Return> Lastly, a C2 framework can be extended to the Enterprise level, where multiple SOCs share a common infrastructure and share services.  In this case the use of the framework for this CONOPS enables situational awareness across all SOCs in the enterprise.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To illustrate how a C2 Framework would look in a SOC, we take the common SOC process mission planning and show how this process would work in a C2 Framework with a Standard Communications Infrastructure and Services.  In this chart I illustrate how Mission Planning works in a SOC at Schreiver AFB today.  In the next chart, I’ll show you how this same process would work in a Compatible C2 Framework.First, for each satellite contact, tracking data is produced by AFSCN tracking stations that are delivered to the SOC <Hit Return>This tracking data is received by the Telemetry and Commanding software systems in the SOC and passed to the Orbit Management software <Hit Return>Second, the Orbit Management software in the SOC uses this tracking data to determine the ephemeris of the satellite and predict when the tracking stations will be in view a number of days into the future.  The look angles for each tracking station are also calculated for use in planning and executing future satellite contacts with those tracking stations <Hit Return>In the 3rd Step, the Mission Scheduling Function in the SOC uses these tracking station visibility information as well as other SOC resource information to assign specific satellite activities needed in the future.  These future activities are sent manually as schedule requests to the AFSCN resource planners that assign tracking station resources to satellites across all SOCs.  <Hit Return>In the last step, the AFSCN deconflicted schedule for resources is processed by the SOC’s mission scheduling function to complete the final planning steps of building actual contact plans with associated satellite commanding activities for the operational crews to use in real-time operations. <Hit Return>
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
<Hit Return> Looking at this same process and how it would work in a C2 framework with shared services, we can envision that same satellite tracking information from the AFSCN going into the SOC’s Standard Communications Infrastructure, but now using a standard message format for any application to understand. <Hit Return> As before, tracking information would come from the AFSCN tracking station, but this time would be published over the standard infrastructure using a standard message format.  This information would be subscribed to by an orbit management service that also publishes it’s information to the bus. <Hit Return> A Mission Scheduling Service could subscribe to that information to create it candidate resource requests and coordinate the schedule with the AFSCN Planning & Scheduling organization that is also connected to the SOC’s communications infrastructure. <Hit Return> Once resources are allocated by the AFSCN, the Mission Scheduling Service publishes the SOC contact schedules and associated pass instructions to the operational crews that will execute the satellite contacts on shift.<Hit Return> The power of using a standard communications infrastructure and shared services comes out when adding other satellite systems.  The next satellite mission only need to publish their information, in this case, satellite tracking information, using the same message and data standards.  They do not need to develop their own services.<Hit Return> An added feature of going to a C2 framework is that other applications now access to the same information traveling through the infrastructure.  This enables situational awareness of what’s going on in operations in real-time and can support such things adding automation to monitoring SOC processes.
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Phase 1 Test Bed – Logical View
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To investigate this concept of a “Compatible” C2 framework, Aerospace Corporation built a test bed in Chantilly, VA in partnership with a number of command and control vendors used by SMC.  This test bed implements the framework structure you saw before – including a standard communications infrastructure in the middle blue box, using the NASA’s GMSEC Bus and Application Programming Interface (API) for all C2 components connected to the bus.  The NASA GMSEC framework was selected for the test bed as being the closest implementation of a C2 framework that would match the features SMC was looking<Hit Return>  Four TT&C systems were integrated using adaptors developed by the TT&C vendors and Aerospace.  In fact, 3 or the 4 TT&C applications were successfully integrated within the first 2 months in building the test bed and demonstrated telemetry across the bus.  These TT&C systems used simulated data for both NASA and Air Force satellite missions.<Hit Return> Satellite command and telemetry data was simulated using a COTS simulator for GPS and DSCS-3, as well as, using actual front-end hardware used between the SOCs and AFSCN today.<Hit Return> Various Tools were provided by NASA to help manage the framework such as a System Monitor tool called GREAT that was used to monitor all the traffic on the bus.<Hit Return> Aerospace also build a Multi-Mission Telemetry Display to show the sharing of information across satellite missions that would be needed to support space situation awareness capabilities.<Hit Return> In addition, example services were created, one using a COTS orbit analysis product that helped simulate the orbit management service you saw in the previous chart.  This service subscribing to tracking data simulated for both GPS and DSCS-3 satellites using AFSCN remote tracking stations in Guam and Boston and published predict satellite ephemeris and RTS visibility predictions.  Phase 1 of the SCNG lasted ~ 8 months using the test bed to successfully show features and potential issues of a “Compatible” C2 Framework in operation with Air Force mission data.  
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SMC/SCNG Phase 1 Summary

 A more “compatible” C2 architecture is 
technically viable and offers potential 
efficiencies in C2 acquisition and O&M 
for SMC
 Also enables greater Situational Awareness 

across ground and space assets

 C2 Standards to describe data for 
Government systems are needed to 
improve interoperability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<Hit Return> Based on completing phase 1 of the SCNG study, we concluded that this idea of a “Compatible” C2 architecture is technically viable for Air Force SOCs to move to.  Some more work is being done with test bed to look into specific issues important to the Air Force, like security.<Hit Return> In addition, although the NASA GMSEC framework went a long way to create the C2 specific standards for messaging critical for a viable C2 framework, there is still the need to add standards for C2 information itself.  The type of standard needed for C2 data is best represented today by the CCSDS XTCE standards.  However, the government C2 community needs to come together to tailor and adapt a standard that vendors can build to.If there is any time left, I open this up for 1-2 questions
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